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chapter I11

REVIEW OF literature

introduction

the purpose of this study is to determine the relationship

between an individuals perceptions of the attributes of food storage

and his adoption of food storage practices food storage is defined

as the practice of preserving and storing basic food commodities as

a reserve supply this practice is encouraged as a preparatory

measure to provide security for families in the midst of emergencies

whether physical economic or social in nature it becomes especially

appropriate in developing areas where physical disasters such as

earthquakes and floods coupled with social and economic instability

individually and on a national scale pose constant threats to family

security this study was conducted in one such country guate-

mala

the practice of food storage is also recommended as a good

management practice enabling the consumer to take advantage of

seasonal prices and to avoid expensive off season purchases by

following this practice families can maximize their use of limited

resources food preservation and home storage can be a beneficial

practice nutritionally also because in some areas fruits and

vegetables may be difficult to obtain during some parts of the year

mal a

nat-ure
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although the practice of storing a reserve supply of food has

been used for centuries among agricultural societies it is a new idea

to many people who have become accustomed to buying food only as

needed from local markets although many individuals are not aware

that this innovation is a wise practice change agents have begun to

encourage the practice the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints referred to as the LDS church stresses to its members the

importance of storing a reserve food supply therefore the innovation

is particularly relevant to members of the LDS church and thus the

study was conducted among active members of the LDS church

the study attempted to identify distinct perceived attributes

of food storage which influence the adoption of food storage practices

the information thus derived will be used in the formation and imple-

mentation of educational programs regarding food storage by

indicating which perceptions of food storage tend to be related to

the adoption of food storage practices the change agent will be

able to focus teachings on changing those perceptions thereby

increasing the likelihood of adoption of food storage practices it
is assumed that the information derived from this research in guate-

mala could be applied to culturally similar populations in other

parts of latin america

REVIEW OF ADOPTION literature

sociologists and anthropologists have long been concerned

with the nature and process of social change much of this social

change takes place as societies assimilate behaviors or ideas from

other societies foster 196225 social change is defined as
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the process by which alteration occurs in the structure and

function of a social system rogers 19693 the process of social

change can be broken down into three steps invention or the

creation of new ideas diffusion or the spread of new ideas and

consequences or the changes occurring after the acceptance or

rejection of a new idea rogers 1969 much attention has been

given to the second step of this process diffusion which encompasses

the spread and adoption of new ideas this is of interest to home

economics educators as new ideas and practices in home economics

related areas designed to improve the quality of home life must be

diffused among the people before adoption can occur because

educational programs which aim to change behavior deal directly with

the diffusion and adoption of new ideas and practices this study

will deal with the diffusion step in the process of social change

the adoption process

the adoption process is defined as a mental process

through which an individual passes from first hearing about a new

idea to final adoption rogers 1960401 the new idea to be

adopted is referred to as an innovation

an innovation has been defined as any thought

behavior or thing that is new because it is qualitatively different

from existing forms barnett 1953 an innovation is defined as a

process by knight 1967478 an innovation is the adoption of a

change which is new to an organization and to the relevant environ

ment presser 1969510 said that an innovation is

something new and novel in human knowledge and experience he
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explained that as the innovation diffuses within an area it ceases to

be an innovation and becomes common the newness aspect of an inno-

vation was also emphasized by wasson 1960 who discussed various

ways in which an innovation can be new the perception of an

innovation as new was also stressed by rogers 197119 who defined

an innovation as an idea practice or object perceived as

new by an individual we shall

consider as an innovation any idea practice or material artifact
perceived to be new by the relevant unit of adoption this differs

from rogers definition in that it allows for adopter units larger

than a single individual such as a society or group of adopters

both rogers and zaltmanzaitman emphasized that it is the perception of the

innovation that decides its newness

the stages of the adoption process were first studied by

ryan and gross 1943 based on the work of ryan and gross a

committee of rural sociologists postulated a five stage process of

adoption in 1955 rogers 1971 the committee outlined the following

stages 1 the awareness stage where the individual learns about

the existence of the new idea 2 the interest stage where the

individual develops an interest in the new idea 3 the evaluation

stage where the individual decides whether or not to try the new

idea 4 the trial stage where the individual tries the new idea

on a small scale and 5 the adoption stage where the individual

uses the new idea on a full scale rogers 19711001011971100

several

101

other models of the stages in the adoption process

are discussed by robertson 1971 the hierarchy of effects scheme

consists of the awareness knowledge liking preference conviction
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and purchase stages another model which robertson calls the AIDA

model includes attention interest desire and action as the stages

through which a person passes in the adoption process robertson

19715860197158 based60 on his review of the research robertson critiqued

these models stating that there is no single form that explains the

adoption process completely there is no specified number of stages

through which an individual must pass in adopting a new idea and

there is no specified sequence of stages which must occur robertson

197167 robertson then proposed a model to eliminate these

criticisms describing possible stages through which a person may

pass and incorporating pathways for skipping or repeating stages the

stages he described are problem perception awareness comprehension

attitude legitimation trial adoption and dissonance that the

adoption process does not always begin with the awareness stage was

supported by holhoi den 1972 and reynolds 1971 it may begin with a

problem oriented beginning as suggested by campbell 1966

after summarizing research on the stages in the adoption

process rogers 1971 analyzed and revised his original five stage

process of adoption correcting three weaknesses in his original

model and in other proposed models the first of these weaknesses

coincides with robertsons critique saying that the stages do not

always occur in the specified order rogers described a second

weakness in the models that the process does not always end in

adoption he proposed the term innovation decision process to

replace the narrower term adoption process so as to include the

possibility of rejection as well rogers third criticism of the

weaknesses in the models is that even if adoption does take place

holden
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the process seldom ends with adoption instead the individual con-

tinues to seek information to validate his decision

As a result of rogers study of the research on the stages in

the adoption process and based on the weaknesses of the models of

the adoption process outlined above rogers proposed a four stage

model designed to allow for variations in the process of adoption

the four stages he described are 1 the knowledge stage including

awareness and understanding 2 the persuasion stage where the

individual forms some attitude toward the new idea 3 the decision

stage where the person makes a choice to adopt or reject the new

idea and 4 the confirmation stage where the individual seeks

reinforcement for the decision he has made this model eliminates

or combines the stages that are often skipped or taken in other orders

it allows for rejection as well as adoption and it provides for

further action after the decision has been made thus the weaknesses

in previous models are corrected by this theoretical model the

variables in this study have the most influence during the persuasion

stage of this model

variables affecting
rate of adoption

researchers from the various scientific and sociological

fields have studied many variables which affect movement through the

stages of the adoption process some of the traditions in this

research were summarized by rogers 19715051197150 the main focus in

these studies has been the effect of different variables on the rate

of adoption of the new idea or innovation some of these variables

have been characteristics of the adopters themselves describing

furtheraction

51
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characteristics such as age education occupation economic status

etc of people who fall in different categories of adopters early

adopters laggards etc other variables have been methods of

diffusion of the new idea and the channels of communication the

information follows these variables include differences in the

change agent as well as different media used to spread the information

A summary of research related to these variables is found in rogers

1971

another focus in research has been on characteristics of the

innovation or new idea itself and how these relate to adoption

until 1960 few studies on the adoption of innovations touched on the

nature of the innovation as a variable affecting the rate of adoption

lionberger 19601041051960104 among105 the first researchers to focus on

the attributes of the innovation were fliegel and kivlin 1962ab1962

they

ab
emphasized that the failure to study the attributes of innova-

tions has in effect treated all innovations as if they were alike

they therefore set out to appraise a variety of attributes of farm

practice innovations and to determine if these were associated with

the rate of adoption they theorized that if the known factors

influencing adoption were kept constant in the adoption of different

innovations any variation in the adoption behavior can be partly

explained by the characteristics of the innovation itself fliegel

and kivlin 1968 the results of their study supported the theory

the problem of ignoring the attributes of innovations was

also discussed by katz levin and hamilton 1963 when attributes

of innovations are not studied it is difficult to generalize the

results of the study of one innovation to another innovation ie
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deciding whether a new innovation will act like hybrid corn in

diffusion or if it will act more like 2 4 D weed spray without a

scheme of classification that tells us which innovation pattern it
will likely follow each study becomes an individual discrete study

with no generalizability by referring to the attributes and

characteristics of innovations differences and similarities of

innovations can be explained allowing for the comparison of different

innovations and allowing generalizations about how they will affect

the rate of adoption

many characteristics of innovations have been discussed in the

adoption literature cost complexity visibility divisibility

compatibility utility and group action were studied by rogers as

innovation characteristics affecting the rate of adoption 1960

medical innovations were classified according to their communicability

risk and pervasiveness by menzel 1960 after further research

rogers revised his theory of innovation attributes influencing the

rate of adoption replacing cost visibility utility and group

action with relative advantage and communicability 1962 congruence

was discussed as a factor influencing rate of adoption by brandner

and keal 1964 and griliches 1960a argued that profitability was

a large factor both researchers citing empirical studies to support

their conclusions many factors of innovations were classified into

six general categories by fliegelftiegel and kivlin 1966ab1966 theseab
categories were cost attributes returns efficiency risk and

uncertainty communicability of the innovation and its effects and

congruence cost returns to the investment efficiency risk and

uncertainty compatibility terminalitytermina reversibilitylity divisibility

costcomplexity

bybrandner
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commitment required impact upon interpersonal relationships public-

ness or privateness and ego involvement were examined by zaltmanzaitman as

attributes of innovations influencing rate of adoption zaltmanzaitman

1973

one characteristic of innovations that has received a great

deal of attention is whether the innovation is material or non-

material ogburn 1922211 hypothesized that changes in the

material culture come easier than changes in the nonmaterialnon culturematerial

material items are more readily accepted because they are more easily

communicated their utility is more easily shown and they seem to

have less effect in other areas of life according to barnett 1953

becker and boskoff 1957 disagreed quoting research showing that

material innovations are not more readily accepted than nonmaterialnon

innovations

material

they also stated that innovations have both a material

and a nonmaterialnon aspectmaterial

several theories of the stages of the adoption process

discussed earlier recognize both a material and a nonmaterialnon

component

material

in innovations in the second stage of rogers model the

perception stage the individual makes an evaluation and accepts or

rejects the innovation mentally according to coughenour 196310

there is a distinction between the belief about an innovation and the

actual use of that new idea the acceptance of the practice as a

good idea was included by wilkening as one of his four stages in the

adoption process the importance of focusing on the acceptance of

the idea was suggested by bohlen 1964284

more knowledge is needed about the factors related to
the time lag between mental acceptance of a practice or idea

f

zaltman
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and its actual adoption and incorporation into the existing
patterns of technology being employed

the symbolic adoption or the acceptance of the idea as appropriate

for adoption was discussed as the first stage in a two stage model

of the adoption process klonglan and coward 1970 this stage is

followed by the trial and acceptance or rejection of the innovation

two advantages of this two phase model are discussed the two phases

may help explain the lags in the adoption process and incomplete

adoption secondly studying the symbolic adoption as part of the

adoption process may help identify important variables to explain and

predict differences in adoption the study of the persuasion stage

where an attitude is formed towards the innovation as a prerequisite

to the adoption of the innovation can therefore provide important

insight in understanding and predicting adoption

research on perceptions
of innovations

A trend in research that has focused on the symbolic adoption

or formation of an attitude towards the innovation is the study of

perceptions of the attributes of innovations by the potential adopter

until 1964 the studies focusing on attributes of innovations used

objective assessments of the attributes of innovations even though

sociologists had long before discussed the importance of the percep-

tion of the innovation in determining the effects of innovation

variables an innovation is not accepted on the basis of its

usefulness in the donor culture but rather on the potential for

use which the merpbers of the new culture perceive the innovation to

have on their own cultures linton 1936341 the characteristics

the

usewhich
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of a novelty were discussed by barnett as they are envisaged

by the potential acceptor barnett 1953329

in 1964 fliegel and kivlin 1966ab1966 studiedab farmers

perceptions of innovations to identify the attributes of innovations

affecting adoption they had previously used a panel of judges to

determine objective attributes of innovations fliegel and kivlin

1962ab1962 inab the 1966 study however they felt that the farmers

perceptions of the innovations would likely differ from the objective

descriptions of the innovations by the panel to determine the

farmers perceptions interviewers used a four point attitude scale

to obtain rankings by farmers on various attributes the individual

perceptions of attributes were averaged to obtain an estimate of the

shared perceptions of a segment of the population fliegel and kivlin

1966b240 the results showed significant differences in the

perceptions of the farmers and the panel and changed some of the

conclusions as to which factors had influenced the adoption of farm

practices fliegel and kivlin 1966a the perceived attributes

taken together accounted for sixty nine percent of the variance in

adoption with the small scale farmers and fifty one percent of the

variance in adoption with the middle scale farmers kivlin and

fliegel 1967 after reviewing related research rogers 1971

zaltmanzaitman 1973 and robertson 1971 all concluded that the perception

of the potential adopters is important as a factor influencing

adoption

these findings have been confirmed in several recent studies

by ostlund he stated that ignoring the perceived characteristics

of an innovation amounts to treating all innovations as

nin e
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equivalent units ostlund 1969259 in comparing the perceptions

of six different innovations with other personal variables of the

adopters ostlund found that the product perception variables had a

much greater predictive power in relation to innovativeness than did

the other personal variables similar results were obtained in a

subsequent study ostlund 1973 in another study ostlund used

perception variables to predict innovativeness which was measured in

terms of classifications of innovators in adopter categories he

found the perception variables to be better predictors of innovative-

ness than the personal characteristics of adopters correctly

predicting classifications of innovativeness for eighty three percent

of the sample ostlund 1974

besides predictive power examining the characteristics of

innovations from the perception of the potential adopter has another

advantage it allows researchers to take into account variation in

the perceived characteristics of an innovation when the innovation is

introduced into different societal or cultural settings it is widely

held that perception is largely determined by culture foster

1962120 the variation of perceived attributes in different

cultural settings was shown by kivlin and fliegel in two studies

in the first study they found that changes in the rate of adoption

could stem from differences betwenbeewen the small and large scale farmers

in their perceptions of farm practices kivlin and fliegel 1967

in studying further how perceptions differ they used a cross national

comparison between pennsylvanian farmers and american indian farmers

they felt that differences in the potential adopters could color their

perceptions they found that the samples of indians and the
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small scale pennsylvanian farmers were alike in their perceptions and

contrasted with the large scale farmers on many attributes of the

same innovations fliegel kivlin and sekhon 1968 they attributed

this differencedifferenceto to the different cultural backgrounds among the

different groups A similar study involving mexican americans showed

how their perceptions differed from those of others outside their

culture and influenced their adoption of a new corn hybrid apodaca

1952 because the perceptions of innovations by the adopters can be

expected to differ in different cultural settings and are important

variables in predicting adoption this study will focus on the

individuals perceptions of attributes of innovations

perceived attributes of
innovations variables

recent studies have applied a factor analysis of the many

perceived attributes of innovations to form general attributes that

can be used as a basis of comparison of innovations kivtinkiltin and

fliegel 1968 used this method and reduced the attributes to five

major themes for farm practice innovations long run investment

implications clear results conservation of time and effort farm

reorganization and dairying for profit these attributes are

specific for farm practices yet the concepts behind each attribute

are similar in nature to attributes for other innovations

after a thorough review of research done on perceived attri-
butes of innovations rogers 1971137 has categorized the many

innovation attributes into five general perceived attributes that

are theoretically useable with any type of innovation he postulated

theories regarding each attribute and its influence on behavior and

i nnovati ons fl i egel ki vl i n

ki vl i n
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cited many studies dealing with each postulated theory both in

support of his theory and not in support the attributes he studied

are relative advantage compatibility complexity trialtriatriai abilitylability

and observability ostlund 1973 did a factor analysis of these

five attributes ratings on six different product innovations plus

one additional attribute rating risk after examining the factor

loadings of these variables for the six different products he con-

cluded that it would be unwise to combine or eliminate any of these

attribute variables because each variable was required to explain

variation in at least two of the six product innovations

several researchers have done extensive study of these

five attributes of innovations fliegelftiegel and kivlin did a series of

studies among farmers in pennsylvania of their perceptions of several

farm practice innovations using a four point attitude scale to

measure the perceptions of the five attributes and how these perceived

attributes related to rate of adoption fliegel and kivlin 1962ab1962

1966ab1966

ab
kivlinab and fliegel 1967 1968 ostlund studied perceptions

of different product innovations in marketing among housewives in

boston ostlund 1969 1973 1974 rogers 1971 zaltmanzaitman 1973

robertson 1971 and thio 1971 all developed theories on these five

attributes of innovations based on the research of many others

these five attributes will be used as variables in this

study an explanation of each one and related research follows

relative advantage rogers defined the relative advantage of

an innovation as the degree to which an innovation is per-

ceived as being better than the idea it supercedessupersedes rogers 1971138

trialability

deg ree
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this is usually considered in economic terms but also can be measured

in other ways such as social cost which was considered as a form of

expense by zaltmanzaitman 1973100 rogers 1971 said that one dimension

of relative advantage may have greater effect than another in

different cultures fliegelFt kivliniegellegel and sekhon 1968 found that

perceived social cost was positively correlated with rate of adoption

in developing countries rogers agreed saying that economic

profitability may be even less important than other aspects of

relative advantage for peasant farmers in less developed cou-

ntries other dimensions of relative advantage such as social

prestige and social approval are expected to explain the rate of

adoption in less developed countries rogers 1971142 in their

study of cross national differences in the perceptions of innovations

fliegel kivlin and sekhon 1968 found that among the indian sample

social factors such as the approval of others were a more important

incentive toward adoption than were other aspects of relative advan-

tage such as cost factors

it may be that relative advantage explains why preventive

innovations have a low rate of adoption it is difficult to

demonstrate the relative advantage of a preventive innovation to the

potential adopters rogers 1971141

rogers 1971 makes the generalization that the relative

advantage of a new idea as perceived by members of a social system

is positively related to its rate of adoption he cites 29 studies

supporting this theory and 14 that did not support the theory many

of the studies not supporting this theory brandner 1960 brandner

and straus 1951 brandner and kearl 1964 and fliegel and kivlin

advantagefor
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1962 1966 focused on the economic aspect of relative advantage and

found it to be of lesser significance than other perceptual variables

such as compatibility

rogers theory has been supported more recently by ostlunds

study 1974 where perceived relative advantage ranked number one

and two alternating with compatibility in ranked order of importance

among perceived innovation attributes explaining innovativeness of

adopters

complexitycomplexitcomplexity the second variable is complexity rogers

defined complexity as the degree to which an innovation is

perceived as relatively difficult to understand and use bohlen

and others 1968 described complexity as how simple it is to under-

stand and use the innovation

complexity of an innovation as perceived by members of a

social system is negatively related to its rate of adoption rogers

1971154 fliegel and kivlin 1962ab1962 andab 1966a found complexity

or how easily the innovation is understood by its potential adopters

to be negatively related to rate of adoption the results of their

cross national comparison fliegel kivlin and sekhon 1968 showed

complexity to be negatively related to rate of adoption in all three

different samples similar results were obtained by singh 1966 in

canada and petrini 1966 in sweden ostlunds findings ostlund

1973 and 1974 also support this hypothesis

compatibilitycompatibil the third variable compatibility was defined

as the degree of similarity or congruity between an innova-

tion and an existing thing or idea which has traditionally served that

we re

Complexit
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purpose which the innovation is intended to serve fliegel and

kivlin 1966246 linton 193241 stressed the cultural aspect of

the compatibility of innovations saying that compatibility of

innovations is how easily they can be fitted into the existing

culture configuration if a trait is such that its acceptance

conflicts with important values present in the culture it will be

rejected this cultural emphasis on compatibility was supported by

katz levin and hamilton 19632492501963249 who250 said the central

idea is that of compatibility or fit between the culture of a

group or the personality of the individual and the elements of a

proposed innovation rogers definition of compatibility coincides

compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as

consistent with the existing values past experiences and needs of

the receivers

rogers generalized from his survey of adoption research that

compatibility is positively related to rate of adoption eighteen

of the 27 studies he cited dealing with compatibility support this

theory research done by brandner 1960 brandner and straus

1959 and brandner and kearl 1964 supports this theory finding

compatibility to have greater influence on adoption than profita-

bility fliegel and kivlin 1966 however received no support for

their hypothesis that compatibility would be positively related to

rate of adoption in analyzing the results fliegel and kivlin

explained that similarity with the old could encourage or discourage

adoption depending on the values of the potential adopter the

relationship between compatibility and rate of adoption may be

curvilinear such that if an innovation is seen as too similar to
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existing practices adoption may be discouraged this may hold

true in some cultures more than in others they concluded that
11 compatibility cannot be assessed as an attribute of inno-

vations unless the value system of the potential acceptor can be

explicitly taken into account

ostlund found support for rogers proposition concerning

compatibility in his study of six perceived attributes of innovations

following rogers definition of the term he found compatibility to

be ranked first or second in importance among perceived attributes in

predicting innovativeness

both the innovation attributes and the adopter attributes are

important in determining compatibility according to thio 1971

after studying research on innovation attributes he hypothesized

the more closely the characteristics of the innovation are
compatible with the potential adopters cultural social and
socio psychological attributes prior to its introduction
the greater are the chances of its acceptance

he suggested two ways of assessing the adopter innovation compat-

ibility one being the subjective perception of the

acceptor to be and the other being the objective standpoint of

the investigator he emphasized that the actors symbolic perception

and the observers interpretation are of equal importance in

determining compatibility

trialabilitytriatabilityTria trialTriatrialabilitylability abilitylability is defined by rogers as

the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with

on a limited basis based on his review of empirical studies

generalized that the trialability of an innovation as

perceived by members of a social system is positively related to

tria lability
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its rate of adoption thus if the potential adopter can try the

innovation on a small scale he is more likely to adopt the innova-

tion zaltmanzaitman 1973 referred to this concept as divisibility
meaning that the innovation can be divided and tested in parts and

said that it concerns the ability to try or implement the

innovation on a limited basis fliegel and kivlin 1966a found a

positive relationship between divisibility and the rate of adoption

but this result was only partially confirmed by their cross national

study fliegel kivlin and sekhon 1968 the perceived divisibility

was positively related to rate of adoption only for the indian

samples but not for the pennsylvanian farmers ostlund 1973 found

divisibility to be an important factor in predicting innovativeness

for some product innovations thus trialtria abilitylabilitY may have more

influence on adoption for some innovations than for others

observability the last of the variables being considered

here observability is defined as the degree to which the

results of an innovation are visible to others rogers 1971155

this attribute is also called visibility meaning that obvious

innovations are more likely to be adopted than are obscure innova-

tions also the more easily an innovation can be demonstrated

the more visible its advantages will be and thus the more

likely it is to be adopted zaltmanzaitman 1973104 rogers stated that

ogburns 1922 cultural lag theory which said that a material

innovation will be accepted faster than a nonmaterialnon innovationmaterial

fits into this attribute rogers cited nine studies dealing with

observability seven of which supported the hypothesis that the

trialability

observabi 1 i ty

zaltman
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observability of an innovation as perceived by members of a social

system is positively related to its rate of adoption rogers

1971 ostlunds studies 1973 and 1974 support this hypothesis

also

in summary the research on perceived attributes of innov-

ations and their relation to rate of adoption generally supports the

hypotheses that perceived relative advantage compatibility

trialabilitytria andlability observability of the innovation are positively

related to the rate of adoption and that perceived complexity of

the innovation is negatively related to the rate of adoption some

components of relative advantage such as social or economic advan-

tage may be more strongly related to adoption in some cultures than

in others

personal characte-
ristic variables

in addition to studying the five perceived attributes of

innovations two personal characteristic variables were studied

because of their possible influence on the adoption of food storage

practices because those who have been members of the LDS church for

a long period of time have presumably received greater encouragement

to store food than those who have been members a short time the

influence of years of membership in the LDS church on perceptions of

food storage and on adoption of food storage practices will be

studied because roles of husbands and wives tend to be very distinct

in some cultures it was also of interest to the researcher to

determine differences in perceptions or adoption of food storage by

sex therefore the personal characteristic variables of years of
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membership in the LDS church and sex will be studied as variables

influencing perception and adoption of food storage

research on rate and
degree of adoption

As has been mentioned the previous studies of perceived

attributes of innovations have been limited to comparisons with the

rate of adoption of an innovation measured by how many people have

adopted the innovation at certain points in time because the

researcher was interested not only in whether or not respondents had

ever stored any food but also in how much food they had stored the

degree of adoption of food storage will be studied rather than the

rate of adoption the idea of degree of adoption is especially

applicable to the adoption of food storage which is usually adopted

in a continual process rather than all at once as are many other

innovations several researchers have suggested the study of measure-

ments of adoption other than rate of adoption some of these katz

levin and hamilton 1963252 suggested the study of levels of

adoption zaltmanzaitman 197378 discussed the concept of adoption

progress or how far the individual has progressed through the

adoption stages suggesting partial or incomplete adoption at some

stages thus the degree of adoption of food storage will be

measured to test for corrrelationscorr betweenrelations the perceived attributes

of innovations and adoption

research on the inno-
vation of home storage

little research on the five perceived attributes of innova-

tions has been done outside the rural sociology and marketing fields

de
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although what has been done suggests that the innovation of home

storage would be similar in characteristics and effect on adoption

to other innovations studied rogers 19711181191971118 used119 an example

of a home canning innovation to illustrate the adoption process

suggesting that he considered new home practices to be innovations

following the adoption patterns of farm practice innovations belcher

1958 tested the hypothesis that the acceptance of an innovation in

medical care practice follows the same patterns as farm practices

although he found different variables affecting the adoption of

medical practices than those affecting the adoption of farm practices

he concluded that it would follow the same patterns providing

there is no question regarding the utility of the practice

lindstrom 1958 and wilkening 1953 both found that the adoption

of farm practices and homemaking practices followed the same patterns

and were influenced by the same variables

an adapted form of the five perceived attributes of innova-

tions was used in a study of the adoption of nutrition practices by

women in brazil dickson 1966 the concept of relative advantage

used in the present study was separated into economic advantage

ie the degree to which the practice saved money and relative

advantage ie the degree to which the practice possessed advantages

other than economic this study used the term communicability as

the ease of understanding the practice the other attributes of

innovations compatibility complexity and divisibility were used

with the same conceptual definition as rogers definitions the

results of the study supported rogers hypotheses concerning each

variable economic advantage relative advantage and compatibility
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yielded positive correlations with the adoption of the practices and

complexity was negatively correlated to adoption of the practices

the attributes of divisibility and communicability were not considered

suitable for analysis because of lack of variance in the scores thus

the results found in studying the innovation of nutritional practices

were in the directions hypothesized by rogers

these studies on homemaking and medical innovations suggest

that the innovation of home storage would follow patterns of adoption

similar to those of other innovations

hypotheses

based on the preceding review of research the hypotheses to

be tested in this study include

1 perceived relative advantage of food storage practices

will be positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage

practices

2 perceived complexity of food storage practices will be

negatively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

3 perceived compatibility of food storage practices will be

positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

4 perceived trialtria abilitylability of food storage practices will be

positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

5 perceived observability of food storage practices will be

positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

6 perceptions of the attributes of food storage and the

degree of adoption of food storage practices will be influenced by

sex and years of membership in the LDS church

trialability
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METHODS AND procedures

THE SAMPLE

A random sample was selected from a population of all single

adults who were active members of the LDS church over 25 not living

with their immediate families and all LDS married couples in which at

least one spouse was an active church member in quetzaltenango

guatemala members were judged to be active or not active by their

local ecclesiastical leaders using as the criteria a minimum

attendance of at least one meeting per month couples and individuals

who met the criteria were identified by local priesthood leaders using

church records fifty five units single adults or married couples

were chosen randomly by drawing numbers assigned to each unit when

the unit selected was a married couple in which both spouses were

active members of the LDS church one of the couplecoudle was randomly

selected for the sample the original sample drawn consisted of 25

men and 30 women because some of these were not interviewed for

various reasons the final sample consisted of 19 men and 27 women

THE questionnaire

A questionnaire was constructed to measure 1 the five

perceived attributes of variables and 2 the level of

adoption of food storage practices the questionnaire see appendix A

24

innovations
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consisted of 15 attitude questions four personal description ques-

tions and one behavior question in the first two attitude questions

the respondent indicated how high the practice of food storage ranked

as a method of resource use to achieve maximum advantage and security

respectively the next 12 questions were in the form of unidimensional

attitude scales these attitude scales were an adaptation of the

semantic differential which was developed by osgood 1965 to be

used cross culturally rather than using opposites at the ends of

the continuum as does the semantic differential however the scales

were unidimensional as suggested by guttentag 1975 as preferable to

two dimensional scales fliegel and kivlin 1962ab1962 1966ab1966ab usedab
four point scales similar to those in this study in determining

perception of attributes of farm practices it was felt by the

researcher that a unidimensional scale would be easier to understand

for the population of guatemala with less formal education the

unidimensional scale also insured that only one variable was being

measured with each question the questions therefore measure the

degree to which respondents perceived food storage to have each

attribute each scale ranging from perceiving that food storage does

not have the attribute to perceiving that food storage strongly has

the attribute

each of the fourteen attitude questions was designed to

describe one element of one of the five perceived attributes of food

storage used in the hypotheses responses to questions describing

each perceived attribute were combined into a composite score for each

perceived attribute three elements of relative advantage general

advantage of food storage advantage in security and safety and
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advantage economically were represented by attitude questions 1 2

and 7 respectively complexity was measured by the difficulty in

storing food the possibility of storing food and knowledge possessed

by the respondent of how to store food in questions 3 4 and 6

respectively compatibility included help in meeting daily needs

approval of others and similarity of food storage to customary

practices of the respondent and of the people in general in guatemala

these were measured by questions 5 8 9 and 10 respectively

trialabilityTria waslability measured by questions 11 and 12 as the cost of

effort and money to begin storing food and the ease in trying food

storage before adopting it fully observability was measured by

questions 13 and 14 as the number of people who would know what food

was stored by the family and the ease of others in finding out the

amount of food stored by the family in the data analysis responses

to the several questions measuring each perceived attribute variable

were averaged to compute a score for each of the five perceived

attributes of food storage

the fifteenth attitude question was designed to determine

what respondents viewed as the major hindrance to them in storing

food it asked respondents which of five problems hindered their

food storage most

the level of adoption of food storage practices by each

respondent were measured by observing and recording the quantity of

food stored number of pounds of dry foods and grains or number of

gallons for oil honey etc the sex and ages of family members

were also recorded four behavior measurements were calculated from

this data 1 total pounds of food stored 2 total calories in
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foods stored 3 number of days for which caloric needs of the family

would be met by food stored days of adequate calories and 4 the

number of days for which protein needs of the family would be met by

foods stored days of adequate protein

nutrients found in foods stored calories protein were

calculated from guatemalan tables of the nutritional content of foods

leung 1961 the calculations for days of adequate calories and

days of adequate protein were made by calculating the total daily

caloric or protein requirements of each member of the family

according to age and sex using daily recommendations based on guate-

malan standards bhar 1972 the total number of calories or

grams of protein found in the foods stored by the family was divided

by the sum of the individual daily requirements of calories or protein

of family members to calculate the days caloric or protein needs

would be met for the family by the foods stored

logs of the four behavior scores were also calculated in

analyzing the data where curvilinear relationships may occur yielding

four additional behavior measurements

sex of the respondent and years of membership in the LDS

church were also recorded as background data

efforts to maximize the reliability of the questionnaire

included pretesting versions of the questionnaire on members of the

population who had not been selected in the sample in these pretests

questions were worded in various ways to determine clarity and ease

in understanding of each question questions that were ambiguous or

interpreted differently by different people were excluded from the

questionnaire reliability was increased by including more than one
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question on each of the five attributes to be studied although the

number of questions was limited to those that could be asked within

the attention span of the respondents efforts were made to

standardize the interviews conducting them in the individuals home

whenever possible and giving clear standard instructions for each

part of the questionnaire

validity of the measures can be supported in terms of content

validation four researchers evaluated the conceptual basis for each

of the five perceived attributes and questions were designed to

measure different elements of each attribute as outlined by the

definitions other questionnaires that had been used in the united

states were also consulted for ways to measure attitudes and food

storage behavior because no external variables measuring attitudes

towards food storage are known with which to compare scores the

validity cannot be evaluated by criterion related measures

procedures

the interviews were all conducted by the researcher in may and

june of 1977 the interviewer introduced herself as a student of

brigham young university collecting information to help educators

improve educational programs each of the individuals selected in

the sample were interviewed individually by asking them the questions

on the questionnaire the questionnaire was administered orally

because of the high rate of illiteracy in the population each

attitude question and its five point scale of possible responses was

printed on a large card which was shown to the respondent As the

question and scale of possible answers were read the interviewer
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pointed to each point on the scale the individuals then chose the

point on the scale which most nearly represented their perception

behavior was measured by observing and recording the actual types and

amounts of food stored by the family units

data was collected from 46 of the 55 individuals in the sample

three individuals had to be dropped from the sample because they had

moved from the city three individuals were ineligible because they

did not meet the criterion of the population having been mistakenly

identified in the original population one individual refused to

speak with the interviewer two individuals who were interviewed had

to be dropped from the study because they were unable to understand

and answer one or more of the questions thus 19 men and 27 women

were interviewed making a total of 46

statistical ANALYSIS

the data collected in the study was analyzed in two ways

first correlations were run with each attitude question each co-
mposite perceived attribute score sex and years of LDS church

membership as independent variables and each of the four behavior

scores and the four logs of each behavior score as dependent variables

regression analyses were then run with 1 the fourteen

attitude questions 2 the five composite perceived attribute scores

and 3 the fourteen attitude questions plus sex and years of LDS

church membership as independent variables with each of the eight

behavior measurements as dependent variables
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RESULTS AND discussion

RESULTS

descriptive findings

perceived attributes of food storage data was collected from

46 respondents A frequency distribution of their responses to the

fourteen attitude questions is contained in table 1 responses to

each question were rated from 1 to 5 A I1 indicated that the

respondent did not perceive food storage to have the attribute and a

5 indicated that the respondent strongly perceived food storage to

have the attribute measured by that question responses ranged from

1 to 5 on all the questions responses to questions 5 9 and 10

tended to cluster toward one end thus showing strong perception that

food storage helps in meeting daily needs and low perception that

food storage is similar to habits and culture mean scores for each

question are also included in table 1

responses to the several attitude questions designed to

measure each perceived attribute of food storage were averaged to

obtain a composite score for each attribute mentioned in the hypothe-

ses A frequency distribution of the composite scores of each

perceived attribute and the mean scores and standard deviation of

each perceived attribute are shown in table 2 the composite score

30

find

stor collectedfrom

1
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for relative advantage had the highest mean and the composite score

for observability had the lowest mean score of the five attributes

the fifteenth question on the questionnaire asked respondents

what hindered them most in storing foods their responses are

summarized in tables 3 and 4 showing frequency distributions of

responses by sex and years of membership in the LDS church respec-

tively lack of money was most frequently selected as the major

hindrance in storing food with 47.8478 of the respondents naming this

hindrance first followed by 17.4174 who selected lack of knowledge

first and 13.0130 who selected lack of experience first

food storage behavior scores were obtained for four food

storage behaviors 1 total pounds of food stored 2 total

calories in foods stored 3 number of days for which caloric needs

of the family would be met by foods stored days of adequate calories

and 4 number of days for which protein needs of the family would be

met by foods stored days of adequate protein scores ranged from

0 to 2350 total pounds of foods stored from 0 to 3771900 total

calories stored from 0 to 1591.52159152 days of adequate calories and

from 0 to 181.9218192 days of adequate protein tables 5 through 8 show

frequency distributions for each of the four behavior measures and

means and standard deviations of each

logs of each behavior raw score were also calculated to more

adequately reflect curvilinear relationships scatter plots of

attitude questions plotted against behavior scores showed a few

extremely high values in behavior which did not fit a linear correla-

tion pattern for some attitude questions using the logs of the

food

478

174

130
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table 3

hindrances to food storage question 15 by sex

hindrancehiidranceHiiryl todrance stooge

lack of experience

lack of knowledge

lack of moneyhoney

lack of place

lack of motive

no answer

of
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0119

5.353

ln27q27

210

18518.5

36

148

556

37
37

373.7

8

211

158

00

of
women

of
total
n461cn461

130

174

478

10.9109

87

22

total 100.010001000 100.01000 100.01000

htndranqestotqrage

ofmoney 368

53 185

37

log

556

158
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behavior scores tends to lower these extreme values and better fits
the linear correlation thus in some cases for individuals with

strong perceptions of the attribute the level of food storage

behavior was more extreme than a linear relationship would suggest

see example in figure 1 thus a change from low to moderate percep-

tion of the attribute may have little effect on food storage behavior

yet a change from moderate to strong perception of the attribute may

be associated with a great increase in behavior thus four additional

behavior scores were used to measure degree of adoption allatl four

behavior raw scores were found to be highly significantly inter-

correlated as were the logs of the behavior scores table 9

tests of hypotheses

an overview of the results by different types of analysis will

be given here and then results relating to each hypothesis will be

discussed

in order to test the hypotheses simple correlations were

calculated between each attitude question and each of the eight

behavior scores the results are found in table 10 initial cost

question 11 was positively correlated to the raw behavior scores at

the .0505 level of significance difficulty in storing food question 3

was negatively correlated to two of the behavior raw scores days of

adequate calories and days of adequate protein at the .0505 level

it was also negatively correlated to all four logs of the behavior

scores at the .0101 level of significance initial cost and degree of

knowledge questions 11 and 6 were each correlated with three of the

logs of the behavior scores at the .0101 level total pounds total

al 1

05

05
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table

9

correlationsintercorrelations

Inter

among

food

storage

behavior

scores

behaviors

total
calories

days

of

adequate calories

days

of

adequate
protein

mean

SD

total

pounds

9955.9955

9016.9016

indicates

correlations

between

logs

of

the

two

variables

and

means

and

SD

of

logs

of

behavior

scores

bho

2662.66

2882.88 0860.86
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log
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calories and days of adequate calories and with the fourth log of

the behavior score days of adequate protein at the .0505 level

initial cost was positively correlated while degree of knowledge

was negatively correlated with the behavior scores compatibility

with habits compatibility with culture and ease of others observing

questions 9 10 and 14 were correlated at the .0505 level with one

or more of the logs of the behavior scores

correlations were also calculated between the five composite

perceived attribute scores and each behavior score these results

are found in table 11 the composite score for trialabilitytria waslability

positively correlated with the days of adequate calories and days

of adequate protein behavior raw scores at the .0505 level of

significance the composite scores for complexity and trialabilitytria
were

lability

correlated with all of the logs of the behavior scores at the

.0101 level complexity was negatively correlated and trialabilitytria
was

lability

positively correlated with the behavior scores the composite

score for observability was positively correlated with the log of

total calories stored and the log of days of adequate calories scores

at the .0505 level

in order to test the sixth hypothesis that perception and

adoption of food storage practices would be influenced by sex and

years of membership in the LDS church correlations were calculated

between years of membership in the LDS church and each of the fourteen

attitude questions results of these correlations are shown on

table 12 years of membership was negatively correlated with

perception of help in meeting daily needs question 5 initial

atthe

05

05

05

05
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table 12

correlations between attitude questions and
years of membership in the LDS church

attitude quest ionstonslons
correlation with

yearsyats of LDS church membership

1 general advantage

2 advantage in security

3 difficulty
4 degree of possibilitypossibijity
5 help ijin meeting daily needs

6 degree of knowledge

7 economic advantage

8 approval from others

9 similarity to habits

10 similarity to culture

11 initial cost

12 ease of trial
13 publicness

14 ease of others observing

p .0505

035

070

.031031

.015015

.324324

094

questions

05

031

015

324

025

121

029

loi

259

043

.025025

.121121

.029029

101.101

.259259

.193193

.192192

.043043
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cost questionquesti 11 was positively correlated with years of membershipmembershi

both correlations were significant at the .0505 level

the five perceived attribute scores were also correlated with

years of LDS church membership only the composite score for

trialabilitytria waslability significantly correlated with years of membership

at the .0505 level and it was positively correlated table 13

correlations were also calculated between years of LDS church

membership and each of the eight behavior scores these results are

found on table 14 positive correlations with the raw days of

adequate calories and days of adequate protein scores were

signfiicant at the .0505 level correlations with the logs of the

scores for total pounds days of adequate calories and days of

adequate protein were also positive and significant at the 05.05 level

in order to test the second part of the sixth hypothesis an

analysis of variance was run for sex and each of the fourteen attitude

questions the five perceived attribute scores and each of the eight

behavior scores means for men and women and the F scores for each

attitude question and sex are shown in table 15 differences between

men and women on difficulty possibility initial cost and degree of

publicity questions 3 4 11 and 13 were significant at the .0505

level in each of these four questions the mean scores for women

were less favorable than those for men

means for men and women and F scores for each composite

perceived attribute and sex are found in table 16 differences

between men and women were significant for the composite perceived

attributes of complexity and trialabilitytria atlability the .0505 level again

the mean scores for women were lower than those for men

on pos i ti vely correl atedabed wi th member shishl p

05

05

05

05

05

05
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table 13

correlations between composite perceived attribute scores
and years of membership in the LDS church

perceived attributes t

relative advantage

complexity

compatibility

triaitrialTriaabilitylability

observabilityo&servabilityobservabllity

p 05

os6

.060060

229

296

.145145

48

trialability
145
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table 14

correlations between food storage behavior scores
and years of membership in the LDS church

behavior scores t

total pounds stored

log

total calories stored

log

days of adequate calories

log

days of adequate protein

log

p05

.109109

250

089

.239239

.270270

270

271

321

49

calor es

ppos

log

239

270

05.0505
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table 15

analysis of variance attitude
questions by sex

att

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

itudeetude questions

general advantage

advantage in security

difficulty

degree of possibility

help in meeting daily needs

degree of knowledge

economic advantage

approval from others

similarity to habits

similarity to culture

initial cost

ease of trial
publicness

ease of others observing

men mea

2.63263263

2.42242

158

221

2.95295295

3.53353353

2.21221221

2.16216216

.6363

1.00100loo
2.74274274

2.12212

1.53153153

1.63163163

ns women

2852.85

1.48148

2.26226

311

3.00300

3.67367

2.41241

2.41241

1.04104

.9696

2.07207

1.81181

.6363

1.48148

F

.2222

3.11311

4.07407

486

.0505

.1414

.3838

.3131

1.78178

.0101

3.75375

1.44144

4.24424

.1414

a p .0505GS

attitude means

i

63

22

05

38

31

424

14
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table 16

analysis of variance composite perceived
attribute scores by sex

attitude questions

relative advantagead

complexity

vantagevantqge

compatibility

trialability
observability

means
men

2.42242

2.44244

1.68168

2.47247

1.58158158

women

2.24224

3.01301

1.85185

1.94194

1.06106log

F

.3939

4.26426

.9494

4.38438

2.21221

p .0505

0bservabiabl I1 itY

39

94

05
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table 17 shows the means for men and women and F scores for

each behavior score and sex mean behavior scores for men and women

were not found to be significantly different on any of the eight

behavior scores

regression analysisanalysanalis
regressions were run with all attitude questions sex and

years of membership in the LDS church together as a set of independent

variables and each behavior score as dependent variables the inde-

pendent variables together accounted for between 18.1181 and 25.1251 percent

of the variance in the different behavior raw scores and between

38.7387 and 42.2422 percent of the variation in logstogs of the different

behavior scores but the F values of these regressions were not

statistically significant for any of the behavior scores A summary

of the variance accounted for and F values for each behavior score is

given in table 18

the five composite perceived attribute scores were then

regressed with each of the behavior scores they accounted for

between 6.060 and 11.6116 percent of the variance of the different behavior

raw scores and between 21.6216 and 26.4264 percent of the variance using

the logs of the different behavior scores these regression statistics

were significant at the .0505 level for the logs of total pounds total

calories stored and days of adequate calories table 19

the composite attribute scores were reordered in the regres-

sion according to the amount of variance they each accounted for

beyond the contribution of more powerful variables trialabilitytrialTria
was

abiabl

found

1

to

i

have

ty

the most influence in variation of the different

is

lability

181

387 422

116

216 264

05
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table 17

analysis of variance behavior scores
by sex

behavior scores

total pounds

total calories

men

241

372844

mean
women

164

278013

F

.3636

.2222

days of adequate
calories 326 165 178

days of adequate
protein 35 17 1.85185

36

22
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table 18

summary of multiple regression coefficients with attitudes sex
and years in LDS church as independent variables and

behavior scores as dependent variables

2
behavior scores R F

total pounds

log

total calories

log

days of adequate calories

log

days of adequate protein

log

.181181

406.406

185.185

.415415

.251251

.422422

.238238

387.387

.364364

1.12711271127

.374374

1.1711171

552

1.20212021202

.515515

10401.0401040

it should be noted that none of these statistics are
significant at the .0505 level

1552

406

185

415

251

422

238

387

364

374

515

05
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table 19

summary of multiple regression coefficients with all composite
perceived attribute scores as independent variables and

behavior scores as dependent variables

behavior scores

total pounds

log

total calories

log

days of adequate calories

log

days of adequate protein

log

r2ra

.060060

241

.065065

.264264

.116116

250

104

216.216

F

.5151sl

2.54254

.5656

2.87287

1.05105

2.67267

.9393

221

p .0505

1216

065

264

ilg

216

56

93

05
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behavior scores accounting for between 11.6116 and 14.2142 percent of the

variation complexity contributed the second largest influence on

the different behavior scores accounting for between 7.777 and 9.191

percent of the variation relative advantage compatibility and

observability had little influence in the variation in behaviors

when trialtria abilitylability and complexity were regressed without the

addition of these other three variables together they accounted for

between 4.949 and 9.999 percent of the variance in different behavior

raw scores and between 19.7197 and 23.2232 percent of the variation in the

logs of the different behavior scores the regressions on the logs

were significant at the .0101 level this data is summarized in

table 20

summary of results

two individual attitude questions initial cost and diffi-

culty were found to be significantly correlated with two or more of

the raw behavior scores these and degree of knowledge similarity

to habits similarity to culture and ease of others observing

questions 6 9 10 and 14 were significantly correlated with at

least one of the logs of the behavior scores

composite scores for trialtria abilitylability complexity and observ-

ability were significantly correlated with six four and two of the

behavior scores respectively trialabilityTria andlability observability were

positively correlated while complexity was negatively correlated with

the behavior scores

years of LDS church membership was significantly correlated

with two attitude questions help in meeting daily needs and initial

trialability

trialability

142

77

49

197 232
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table 20

summary of multiple regression coefficients with trialabilityTria andlability
complexity as independent variables and behavior

scores as dependent variables

behaviorbehavrorreliaytor scores

total pounds

log

total calories

log

days of adequate
calories

log

days of adequate
protein

log

alabilitytrialabilttyalibilityttltri

.043043

concom

.142142

lexitlebit

.046046

P

.140140

ly

.083083

.142142

.075075

.115115

r2ra

complexity

.006006

.079079

.010010

091.0911091voglvogi

.016016

.080080

.015015

.077077

total

.049049

.223223

.056056

.232232

.099099

.223223

.090090

.197197

F

1.12112

6.16616gig
1.28128

6.49649

2.36236

6.19619gig

2.12212

5265.26

p .0101

S 26

043

142

046

140

083

142

075

115

006

079

olo

ogi

olg

080

077

049

223

056

232

223

197
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cost and one composite perceived attribute score trialabilitytria itlability
was also correlated with five of the behavior scores

responses to four questions difficulty possibility initial
cost and degree of publicity were found to vary significantly by

sex two composite perceived attribute scores complexity and

trialabilitytria variedlability significantly by sex behavior scores were not

found to vary significantly by sex

discussion OF FINDINGS

hypothesis 1

the data provided no support for the hypothesis that perceived

relative advantage would be positively related to the degree of

adoption for the innovation of food storage neither the composite

score nor any of the individual attitude questions making up the

composite score were statistically correlated with the behavior scores

at the .0505 level the regression analysis showed the composite score

for relative advantage to have very little influence on the variation

in the behavior scores the lack of support for this hypothesis

could be due to the educational level of the population studied As

mentioned in the review of literature it has been found the economic

advantage has less effect in underdeveloped countries than do other

elements of relative advantage even though respondents viewed food

storage as somewhat high in relative advantage the data suggest that

other factors are more important in influencing adoption of food

storage practices than is perceived relative advantage

05
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hypothesis 2

the hypothesis that perceived complexity would be negatively

related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices was

supported by the data two of the attitude questions composing the

score for perceived complexity were significantly correlated with

some of the behavior scores difficulty question 3 was negatively

correlated with two behavior raw scores at the .0505 level and with

all of the logs of the behavior scores at the 01.01 level of signifi-

cance degree of knowledge question 6 was negatively correlated

with three logs of the behavior scores at the .0101 level

although the composite score for complexity was not signifi-

cantly correlated with any of the behavior raw scores it was

negatively correlated with all of the logstogs of the behavior scores

at the .0101 level this suggests that a curvilinear relationship

exists where the lower the perception of complexity by the respondent

the greater the increase in adoption of food storage practices thus

there may be little difference in food storage behavior between those

who view food storage as slightly to moderately difficult to

understand and use yet there may be a large difference between

those who perceived food storage as moderately difficult to understand

and use and those who did not perceive that it was at allaltatl difficult

to understand and use

regression analysis of the five composite perceived attribute

scores showed that the composite score for complexity was second

after trialabilitytria inlability influence on variance of the behavior scores

when trialabilitytria andlability complexity were regressed together with each

05
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behavior score complexity accounted for between 7 and 9 percent of

the variation in the different behavior scores beyond what was

accounted for by trialabilitytria tablelability 20 although this contribution

is small it could become important if other factors influencing

variation such as income or years of LDS church membership are not

manipulatable

the results suggest therefore that perceived complexity may

be a factor influencing the adoption of food storage practices

hypothesis 3

there was little support from the data for the hypothesis

that perceived compatibility would be positively correlated with the

degree of adoption of food storage practices although the composite

score for compatibility was not significantly correlated with any

behavior scores two of the individual questions comprising the

score for compatibility were significantly correlated with some

behavior scores compatibility with daily needs and with approval

of others questions 5 and 8 had little effect on adoption yet

compatibility with habits was negatively correlated with the logs of

total calories at the .0505 level and compatibility with the culture

of guatemala was positively correlated with the logs of three behavior

scores at the .0505 level correlations with the latter two questions

and other behavior scores approached significance both of these

questions 9 and 10 showed that respondents saw little compatibility

with habits and culture and the practice of food storage both

questions havelowvellowha mean scores of perceived compatibility

05

05
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compatibility with the culture of guatemala was positively

correlated with behavior suggesting that those who felt it was a

regular practice among the people stored more these people could be

those who are still involved either personally or through friends or

relatives in agriculture and the practice of storing yearly harvests

logically those involved in these practices would have more food on

hand than those who buy allatl their supplies from others

contrary to the expected result compatibility with individual

habits was negatively correlated with food storage behavior althoughthough

the correlations were statistically significant for only one behavior

score correlations with all the behavior scores showed a strong trend

in this direction and approached significance for three other scores

this finding tends to contradict the previous finding yet it can be

explained by examining a different segment of the population it
suggests that there are some individuals for whom food storage is a

new and different practice but who are storing food in spite of

that incompatibility with past habits

regression analysis of the five composite perceived attri-
butes showed that compatibility had minimal influence on variance in

the different behavior scores

the data therefore suggests that other factors seem to

influence food storage behavior more than compatibility and perceived

compatibility is not expected to be a factor influencing the adoption

of food storage

al
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hypothesis 4

the hypothesis that perceived trialabilitytria islability positively

related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices received

strong support from the data one of the two questions making up the

composite score for trialabilitytria initiallability cost was positively corre-

lated with all behavior raw scores at the .0505 level and with all logs

of the behavior scores at the .0101 level of significance the

composite score for trialabilitytria waslability significantly correlated with

two of the raw behavior scores at the .0505 level and approached

significance on the other raw scores the correlations of the

composite trialabilitytria scorelability and each of the logs of the behavior

scores were all significant at the .0101 level this again suggests

that the relationship tends to be curvilinear because the relation-

ship is positive those who perceive it very easy to try food storage

on a small scale tend to store more food this is a significant

factor with the innovation of food storage because food storage is

usually obtained little by little the results suggest that those

who feelfeet that it is a large expenseexoenseextense to start storing food are less

likely to store while those who perceive food storage as accumulating

through small steps tend to store more

when all five composite perceived attribute score were

regressed with each of the behavior scores trialabilitytria contributedlability

the greatest influence on variance in the different behavior scores

when only trialabilitytria andlability complexity together were regressed with

each of the behavior scores the regression analysis showed perceived

trialabilitytria alonelability to account for between 11 and 14 percent of the

05
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variance in the different behavior scores significant at the .0101

level complexity accounted for between 7 and 9 percent of the

variance beyond the contribution of trialabilitytria Aslability mentioned

earlier this contribution could be important if other factors

influencing variation in behavior are less manipulatable

these results suggest that perceived trialabilitytria islability a

significant variable influencing the degree of adoption of food

storage practices having more influence than any of the other

perceived attributes of innovations for the innovation of food

storage

hypothesis 5

the hypothesis that perceived observability of food storage

practices would be positively related to the degree of adoption of

food storage practices received slight support from the data one

of the individual attitude questions ease of others observing

making up the composite score for observability was positively corre-

lated with the log of total calories at the .0505 level positive

correlations with the composite observability score and the behavior

scores were significant at the .0505 level for two of the logs of the

behavior measurements total calories stored and days adequate calo-

ries again this suggests that a curvilinear relationship exists

where those who perceive food storage as more observable tended to

store more food this could be partially explained by the social

desirability of food storage among members of the LDS church who are

encouraged by their leaders to store food
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the regression analysisanalysianalyse showed the composite score for

observability as third of the five perceived attributes in influence

on variation in behavior but the contribution made by observability

was very minimal

these results suggest that perceived observability may have

a small influence on the degree of adoption for the innovation of

food storage

hypothesis 6

the hypothesis that sex and years of membership in the LDS

church would be correlated with the perception of attributes of food

storage and the degree of adoption of food storage practices received

partial support from the data years of membership was positively

correlated with perceived trialabilitytria thislability may be explained by the

fact that those who had been in the church longer had more time and

opportunity to try the innovation and therefore perceived it as

more trialabletria yearslable in the church was positively correlated with

behavior as expected but little variation in behavior 3 to 4 was

accounted for by years of LDS church membership this suggests that

those who had been members of the LDS church longer tended to have

more food stored presumably because they had received encouragement

to store food for a longer period of time yet years of church

membership does not seem to be a major factor influencing the adoption

of food storage practices

sex had some relation to perceived attributes of innovations

the males who responded tended to perceive thethl innovation of food

storage as having more of the favorable attributes than did women

s
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having a statistically significantly more favorable mean score on four

attitude questions and two of the five perceived attribute scores

womens responses may have been less favorable because they were more

realistic as the women have more direct experience in buying and

storing food

there was no significant correlation found between sex and the

behavior scores according to this data then sex did not influence

the degree of adoption of food storage practices
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tenangovenango guatemala attributes of innovations were measured by

attitude questions on a five point scale degree of adoption of

food storage practices was measured by observing and recording actual

food stored by each family from which four behavior scores and their

logs were calculated data was analyzed by simple correlation and

regression analysis

TESTS OF hypotheses

correlations were made between the fourteen individual attitude

questions and the eight behavior scores between the five composite

chapter 4

SUMMARY conclusions AND implications

THE PROBLEM

A review of related research indicated that perceived attri-
butes of innnovations influence the adoption of innovations five

perceived attributes of innovations important in previous research

and theorizing were identified relative advantage complexity

compatibility trialabilitytria andlability observability this study was

designed to determine the relationship between these five perceived

attributes of innovations and the adoption of food storage practices

data on perceived attributes of innovations and food storage behavior

was collected from 46 adult members of the LDS church in quetzal

perceived attribute scores and the eight behavior scores and between

66
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years of LDS church membership and all attitude and behavior scores

an analysisanalyst of variance on attitude and behavior scores by sex was

also made regressions were run between the attitude scores and each

behavior score

five hypotheses were tested
1 perceived relative advantage of food storage practices

will be positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage

practices no significant correlation between perceived relative

advantage and the behavior scores was found the hypothesis was

therefore not supported by the data

2 perceived complexity of food storage practices will be

negatively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

negative correlations at significant levels were found for four of

the behavior measurements this hypothesis was therefore supported

by the data

3 perceived compatibility of food storage practices will be

positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage practices

no significant correlation was found between perceived compatibility

and the behavior scores the hypothesis was therefore not supported

4 perceived trialabilitytria oflability food storage practices will

be positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage

practices significant positive correlations were found for six of

the behavior measurements and perceived trialabilitytria thelability hypothesis

was therefore supported by the data

5 perceived observability of food storage practices will

be positively related to the degree of adoption of food storage

practices significant positive correlations were found for two of

s
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the eight behavior measurements the hypothesis was therefore

partially supported by the data

6 perceptions of the attributes of food storage and the

degree of adoption of food storage practices will be influenced by

sex and years of membership in the LDS church significant positive

correlations were found between one composite perceived attribute

score and years of membership and between five behavior scores and

years of membership thus this hypothesis received support as far

as the influence of years of membership in the LDS church was

concerned

composite perceived attribute scores were found to be

significantly different by sex for two composite attribute scores

complexity and trialtria abilitylability this part of the sixth hypothesis was

supported no significant differencewasdifference was found for behaviors by sex

the hypothesis was therefore not supported as far as the influence

of sex on adoption was concerned

conclusions

1 the data presented here support the idea that perceived

trialtriatriai abilitylability complexity and observability are factors influencing

the adoption of food storage practices the relationship between

these perceived attributes and the adoption of food storage practices

is probably curvilinear this suggests that moving from low to

moderate perception of these attributes of food storage by potential

adopters may have little influence on adoption behavior yet strong

perception of these attributes may tend to increase the degree of

adoption of food storage practices

trialability

trialability
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2 perceived relative advantage and compatibility were not

found to be factors which significantly influenced the adoption of

food storage practices although some elements of these factors may

influence adoption behavior the composite attributes have little
influence

3 years of LDS church membership influences some perceptions

of food storage and the adoption of food storage practices such that

the longer the respondent had been a member of the LDS church the

greater his perception of the attributes and the greater the amount

of food he had stored

4 sex influences some perceptions of food storage males

tending to perceive more strongly that food storage has the favorable

attributes studied but it has no influence on the adoption of food

storage behavior

implications

educatieducato onal programs

the results and conclusions of this study have implications

for educators attempting to increase adoption of the innovation of

food storage educators concerned about the adoption of food storage

are interested in manipulating variables found to influence food

storage behavior although the influence in variation of food storage

behavior by the five perceived attributes of innovations was small

the perceived attributes still may have significance in educational

programs much of the variance in food storage behavior appears to

be related to variables that cannot be manipulated by the educator

such as income or years of LDS church membership if this is true

educational programs
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those variables that can be manipulated take on greater significance

than the statistics may suggest

that the perceptions of attributes of food storage can be

manipulated by educational programs was shown by ormsby 1977 in

a study conducted in guatemala during the same time period as this

study after a six week educational program those who received

lessons on food storage were significantly higher in perception of

attributes of food storage on four of the attitude questions degree

of knowledge similarity to habits initial cost and ease of others

observing than those who received another educational program

unrelated to food storage three of these questions were elements

of the perceived attributes of complexity trialabilitytria orlability observaobserve

ability which were found to be important factors in this study

the results of this study suggest that those developing

educational programs involving food storage should attempt to increase

the participants perceptionperceptionof of trialabilitytria oflability food storage practices

and decrease the participants perceptions of complexity of food

storage this could be done by emphasizing the acquisition of food

storage a little at a time and by encouraging and facilitating the

testing of storage principles taught when educators provide actual

experiences whereby the participant can test specific practices such

as drying food the perceived trialabilitytria maylability increase and the

likelihood of food storage behavior may also increase As educators

teach clear valid principles of food storage the participant may

perceive the innovation as less difficult to understand and use

which again may increase the likelihood of adoption of food storage

practices
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the differences in perception of attributes of food storage

by sex suggest that educators may adjust their teachings depending on

the audience they are reaching for example when teaching women

the educator may try to increase perceptions of trialabilitytria tolability

increase the likelihood of food storage behavior when teaching men

they may strive to decrease the perceived complexity of food storage

based on the conclusions of this research and the researchers

personal insight and experience in educational programs in guatemala

the following guidelines are suggested for developing food storage

educational programs in developing countries

1 help participants set their own goals for food storage

according to their needs and abilities rather than set a common

goal for all participants such as a food storage supply adequate for

six months nutritional needs help the participants see that there

are many acceptable and worthwileworthwineworth goalswile they could choose teach

them to realistically evaluate their own abilities and set realistic
goals in accordance with those abilities participants must be made

to feel that even small goals are legitimateleqitimate and honorable if ability

to store food is limited goals set beyond the individuals or

familysfam abilitiesilys tend to decrease motivation to try to achieve the

goal on the other hand when a small but realistic goal is reached

the participant experiences success and may thus be encouraged to

set a new goal

2 develop each lesson around one main idea with one behavior

objective when participants are presented with one clear idea and

can master that idea in class complexity will be reduced each

behavior objective should take the participant a small step towards
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his goal helping participants view food storage as a step by step

process rather than an end goal will increase perceived trialabilitytria
and

lability

encourage action leading to larger goals

3 teach lessons using simple everyday language using

terms the participants would use to convey an idea explain a process

or discuss reasons behind certain practices taught avoid discussing

nutrients or chemical changes occurring in the food etc

4 teach participants to store foods that are readily

available locally and commonly known and used by the people such as

local grains corn rice instead of wheat local fruits and veg-

etables and local protein products dried fish incaparinaInca soybeansparina

etc

5 teach one easy correct method using equipment and

materials that are locally available inexpensive and familiar to

the particpantsparticipants although other methods may be correct teaching

the easiest least expensive method will enable all participants to

apply the teachings without requiring them to understand remember

and keep separate techniques of other methods they will not use

teaching methods that require materials and equipment that are easily

and inexpensively obtained locally will increase the likelihood that

participants can and will apply the teachings people often perceive

that food storage must include canning a well known method of

preservation which is appropriate in the US and must be taught

that other methods ie drying foods may be more effective and

prudent in their situation and climate the tendency to teach US

methods of food storage not only makes it difficult for local people

toconvey
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to apply the teachings but often encourages practices that are

actually unwise or ineffective

6 teachings should emphasize the practical concrete aspects

of food storage ideas taught should be reinforced by visuals and

actual examples so that understanding is clear lessons should

include actual practice of the methods taught andor followup at

home to see that ideas are correctly applied when a participant

has experiences in drying food or finding places in their home to

store food they are taking steps towards reaching their goals and

will feel they are making progress

7 gear programs and specific teachings to reach those who

make the decisions regarding each aspect of food storage roles may

vary in different cultures it is useless to teach wives for

example the importance of food storage if husbands decide how

money is spent in a like manner teaching husbands how to dry

food may be ineffective in cultures where only women do food pre-

paration tasks programs should be structured so that both husband

and wife receive instruction pertaining to their specific roles and

responsibilities in regards to food storage

limitations

this study dealt only with active members of the LDS church

in quetzeltenango guatemala and their adoption of food storage

practices it is therefore generalizable only to groups with similar

characteristics of religion activity and culture those not having

similar religious activity and beliefs may not have received the

encouragement and motivation to store food and those of other

pa ration
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cultures may perceive the attributes of food storage differently

As other innovations or subjects taught as innovations such as

nutrition or health practices not related to food storage were not

studied it is not assured that the results of this study will apply

to the adoption of innovations other than food storage only the

adopters perceptions of food storage were studied because of this

no objective assessment is made as to what attributes food storage

actually possesses in this culture no attempt was made to validate

the theory that the five perceived attributes of innovations are

independent dimensions nor to determine whether each one is a unified

concept rather the study simply attempted to identify how those five

attributes as defined apply to the innovation of food storage other

aspects of the adoption research such as adopter characteristics

diffusion and channel of communication change agent characteristics

etc were outside the scope of this study the results therefore

are generalizable only to the perceived attributes of innovations as

they influence adoption behavior the study is cross sectional

rather than longitudinal and therefore does not deal with changes

in attitudes over time thus it cannot be determined how perceptions

of food storage may change as a result of food storage adoption and

causality of food storage adoption by perceived attribute variables

cannot be assumed personal variables other than sex and years of

LDS church membership ie age income educational level were not

studied as factors influencing adoption of food storage practices
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suggestions FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1 it is suggested that studies be conducted to determine

other factors besides the perceived attributes of innovations that

influence the adoption of food storage practices ie income

educational level etc this could aid educators in identifying

other manipulatable variables that may influence the adoption of

food storage practices and may show that variance not accounted for

by perceived attributes of innovations is explained by unmanipulatable

variables such as income or education

2 it is suggested that studies be conducted using different

methods to determine why people do or do not store foods and the

hindrances they find in food storage

3 it is suggested that the different elements composing

each perceived attribute of innovations be examined to determine more

precisely the perceptions of food storage that may influence adoption

of food storage practices

4 it is suggested that a more thorough study be made of the

differences in perceptions of attributes of innovations by men and

women and their influences on the adoption of food storage behavior

this study could also reveal which spouse in a family tends to have

greater influence in the adoption of food storage practices sug-

gesting where to direct educational programs regarding food storage
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comprarcompear alimentosklimentosali adicionalesmentos para que la familia coma
mejor ahoraadora

comprarcompear alimentosklimentosali paramentos almacenaralma cenar

comprarcompear ropa
comprarcompear aparatosamaratosapa elctricosratos
obteneroftener mas educacioneducation

cual de estas manerasbaneras de usar los recursosrecursesrec tiempoursos dinero ie harharafharaihanai
mas segura a su familia

same as above

qu diffcildifcil es para su familia almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar bsicosbeicosmentos

11 no es diffcil
2 un pocodiffcil
3 mediano diffcildifcil
4 muy diffcildifcil
5 extremadamente diffcildifcil

que posiblepossible es para su familia almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar basicossicosbaricosbamentos

5 no es posiblepossible
4 un poco posiblepossible
3 mediano posiblepossible
2 muy posiblepossible
1 comp1etamentecompletamentecompleta posiblepossiblemente

cuanto iele ayudaabuda el almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar enmentos lenarnenar las necesidades
diariasdearias de su familia

5 no me ayudaabuda nada
4 me ayudaabuda poco

84

questionnaire

SPANISH VERSION

cual de estas banerasmaneras de usar los recursosrecursesrec comoursos tiempo y dinero
ie daridarfdarg msnfs provechopro avecho su familia

mejorar la casa
ahorrar dinero para construirconstruer una casa propiaprobia o0 para

otra cosa
empezar 0 mejorar un negocionegozio propioprobio

Mej orar

Ob tener
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3 me ayudaabuda mediano
2 me ayudaabuda mucho
I11 me ayudaabuda extremadamente

cuanto conocimiento tiene ud acercaacerba de como almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar
con

mentos
seguridadsegu porridad largo tiempo

1 casi todo el conocimiento
2 mucho conocimiento
3 mediano conocimiento
4 poco conocimiento
5 casi ningunningnninan conocimiento

cunto msm6s baratobagato es el almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar bsicosbeicosmentos que el comprarcompear
los alimentosklimentosali almentos usarlosus

1

arlos

extremadamente masms baratobagato
2 mucho ms baratobagato
3 mediano msm6s baratobagato
4 un poco ms baratobagato
5 no es ms baratobagato

cufntocu6nto aprobaci6naprobacionapro debaciOn sus amigosamidos parientesvarientespari yentes otrosbotros recibenecibe ud
al almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar basicosbsicossicosbeicosbamentos

11 toda la aprobacionaprobacinapro
2

bacionbacin
mucha aprobacionapro

3
bacion

mediana aprobacionapro
4

bacion
poca aprobacionapro

5
bacion

ningunanin aprobacionaproguna

que

bacion

diferenteferentedi de lo1010 que hacia regularmenteregul esarmente ele1ea almacenaralma
alimentosklimentosali

cenar
pormentos largo tiempo

5 comp1etamentecompletamentecompleta diferenteferentedimente
4 muy diferenteferentedi
3 mediano diferenteferentedi
2 un poco diferenteferentedi
11 no es diferenteferentedi

coue parecidopare acido las costumbres y a la cultura de aqui en guatemala
es el almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar

1

mentos

son iguales
2 muy parecidopare
3

cido
mediano parecidopare

4
cido

un poco parecidopare
5

cido
no se parecensarecen nada
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lielle parece grande 0 pequeno el costo de esfuerzo y dinero para
empezar almacenandoalmace alimentosklimentosalinando basicosbsicossicosbeicosbamentos

5 un costo muy grande
4 un costo grande
3 un costo mediano
2 un cost pequeno
1 un costo muy pequeno

loue facil es probarcrobar cmoc5mocyrocirocro almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar ymentos ver si tiene exitoedito
antes de almacenaralma muchoscenar alimentosklimentosali

1

mentos

extramadamente fcilfacilacil
2 muy facil
3 mediamedla no facil
4 un poco facil
5 no es facilfcilacil

quinesQui deenes estas personaspersonspers sabrfansabrianbabrianonas lo1010 que ud tenga almacenadoalmac

1

enado

todos mis conocidos
2 muchos de mis conocidos
3 unos de mis conocidos
4 solamenteso1amentesol misamente parientesvarientespari yentes amigosamidos mas amadosamadas
5 solamentesol miamente propiaprobia familia

que facilfcilacil serfaherfa para otras personaspersonspers fueradueraonas de su familia de saber
lo1010 que ud tenga almacenadoalmac

5

enado

no es nada facil
4 un poco facil
3 mediano facil
2 muy facilfcilacil
1 extremadamente facil

cul de estoseltos problemasproblemsprob ielelemas impideimpede mas en almacenaralma alimentosklimentosalicenar basicosbsicossicosbeicosbamentos

falta de experienciaexperienc
falta de conocimiento
falta de dinero
falta de lugar para guardarloguardarlo
falta de motive
otra problemaproblemspro blema

le
empezar

qu

mediano

ia

amo
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questionnaire

ENGLISH VERSION

which of these ways to use resources such as time and money is
more advantageous to your family

to buy additional food so that the family can eat better
now

to buy food to store
to improve the house
to save money to build your own house or for another

reason
to start or improve your own business
to buy clothing
to buy electrical appliances
to obtain more education

which of these ways to use resources time and money would make
your family more safe and secure

same as above

how difficult is it for your family to store basic foods

it is not difficult
slightly difficult
moderately difficult
very difficult
extremely difficult

how possible is it for your family to store basic foods

it is not possible
slightly possible
moderately possible
very possible
completely possible

how much does storing food help you in filling the daily needs of
your family

it does not help me at all
it helps me a little
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it helps me moderately
it helps me a lot
it helps me extremely

how much knowledge do you have about how to store foods safely
for a long time

nearly all knowledge
much knowledge
medium knowledge
little knowledge
almost no knowledge

how much less expensive is the storing of basic foods than buying
foods as you use them

extremely less expensive
much less expensive
moderately less expensive
slightly less expensive
it is not less expensive

how much approval from your friends relatives and others do you
receive in storing basic foods

total approval
much approval
medium approval
little approval
no approval

how different from what you have regularlyregular done is storing foods for
a long time

completely different
very different
moderately different
slightly different
it is not different

how much like the customs and culture of here in guatemala is the
practices of storing foods

they are the same
they are much alike
they are moderately alike
they are a little alike
they are not alike at all
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does it seem to you a large or small cost of effort and money to
start storing basic foods

a very large cost
a large cost
a medium cost
a small cost
a very smallsmalsmail costI1

how easy is it to test how to store foods and see if you have success
before storing many foods

extremely easy
very easy
moderately easy
slightly easy
it is not easy

which of these persons would know what you have stored

all of my acquaintances
many of my acquaintances
some of my acquaintances
only my relatives and dearest friends
only my own family

how easy would it be for others outside of your family to find out
what you have stored

it is not easy at all
slightly easy
moderately easy
very easy
extremely easy

which of these problems hinders you most in storing basic foods

lack of experience
lack of knowledge
lack of money
lack of a place to store it
lack of reason or motive
other problem
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PERCEIVED attributes RELATED TO

ADOPTION OF FOOD STORAGE

connie jean roberts

department of home economics education

MS degree december 1977

ABSTRACT

this study examined the relationship of perceived attributes
of food storage to the degree of adoption of food storage practices
subjects were 46 active adult members of the LDS church in guatemala
responses of respondents to attitude questions using five point scales
were combined into 5 composite perceived attribute scores to measure
perception of attributes of food storage actual food stored by the
respondent and family size were analyzed to calculate eight behavior
scores measuring adoption of food storage practices

results indicated that two perceived attributes trialabilitytria
and

lability
complexity were significantly correlated with a majority of the

behavior scores trialabilityTria waslability positively correlated and co-
mplexity was negatively correlated observability was positively
correlated with 2 behavior scores at the .0505 level no relationship
was found between relative advantage and compatibility and the
behavior scores years of membership in the LDS churchchurcchuoc was positively
correlated with some perceptions of food storage and some behavior
scores sex was found to influence some perceptions of food storage
but to have no influence on behavior scores
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